Mini Waterless In-Line Condensate Trap

Model No. 83180 (EZT180)

Kit Contents
Mini Trap (1)
Rubber Adaptor (1)
Cleaning Label (1)

LIMITED WARRANTY. RectorSeal® warrants to the original consumer purchaser ("Purchaser") of its product, EZ Trap®, that it is free from defects in material or workmanship. If within two years (24 months) from the date of the original consumer purchase this product shall prove to be defective, it shall be repaired or replaced at RectorSeal’s option. Your original receipt of purchase is required to determine warranty eligibility.
**83180 (EZT180)**

**Installation instructions**

1. Trap must be fitted at least 12” below indoor unit (Figure 1).
2. Ensure that Black Valve Assembly is perpendicular to or facing away from wall to facilitate cleaning.
3. For 5/8” (16mm) drain hose, insert end of upper drain hose into top of Trap (Wide End) and seat firmly (Figure 2).
4. For 9/16” (14mm) drain hose, insert Rubber Adaptor into top of Trap and insert hose into Adaptor and seat firmly (Figure 3).

**CAUTION: TRAP MUST BE INSTALLED VERTICALLY—WIDE END UP AND NARROW END DOWN—FOR CONDENSATE TO FLOW. INCORRECT INSTALLATION WILL CAUSE BACK-UP OF CONDENSATE.**

5. Insert bottom end of Trap (Narrow End) into top of lower drain hose (Figures 4 & 5).
6. Wrap inlet and outlet connection with PVC Tape (Figure 6).
7. Fit Hose/Trap assembly to wall with 2 pipe brackets 3” from Trap (Figure 5).

**WARNINGS**

1. **THIS TRAP IS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH NO-KINK CORRUGATED PE DRAIN HOSE (DH-16). THIN WALL VINYL HOSE KINKS VERY EASILY AND SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR THIS APPLICATION.**
2. **DO NOT INSTALL TRAP HORIZONTALLY**
3. **DRAIN HOSE EXITING UNIT MUST HAVE SLOPE TO FACILITATE CONDENSATE FLOW**

**IMPORTANT NOTES**

1. FOR USE WITH MINISPLIT AIR CONDITIONERS ONLY.
2. REMOVE TRAP BEFORE CLEANING COOLING COIL WITH CHEMICAL CLEANER.
3. DO NOT GLUE THIS TRAP.
4. WHERE POSSIBLE, INSTALL WITHIN 6’ OF GROUND TO FACILITATE INSPECTION AND CLEANING.
5. TRAP IS NOT REQUIRED IF CONDENSATE PUMP IS FITTED.
6. CLEAN AT LEAST ONCE ANNUALLY OR MORE OFTEN IF REQUIRED.
7. ENSURE THAT BLEED HOLES ARE NOT BLOCKED.
8. THIS DEVICE MUST BE INSTALLED STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS TO ENSURE PROPER OPERATION AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE LOCAL PLUMBING, DRAINAGE AND/OR MECHANICAL CODES.